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Portable Pulaski axe

 When cleaning up around my place, I  often found myself needing a chisel-type blade to cut small tree roots, pry up
rocks, uproot small bushes, dig a small hole or trench, etc.  I did not want to risk the edge on my axe or hatchet
cutting into dirt.  And I wanted a solution other than carrying a separate pick or mattock around.  I considered getting
a "Pulaski" axe, like the firefighting crews use, but they only come as full-sized axes and they were a little heavy to
lug around.  So I came up with this modification to to make my own "portable Pulaski" axe.  I started out with a light
hatchet head, the same type I have been using to make tomahawk-style hatchets:

I made a cutting blade out of farm implement steel (a tine from a cultivator)  with the cutting blade edge oriented 90
degrees to the hatchet edge.  Cutting the implement steel was a chore, but several hacksaw blades, some cutting
wheels, and my disc grinder eventually worked it into the desired shape.  I just experimented with the dimensions &
angles until it looked & felt right.  After a little consideration, I decided this method of attachment to the hatchet head
would provide the greatest strength:

Welds were done with an electric arc welder, using standard rods, making sure I got good penetration with the welds
to make strong joints.  Since the welding was well away from the hatchet edge, there was no danger of ruining the
edge temper.  The heat of welding did not do any serious damage to the poll of the head, since that end of the head
is fairly soft anyway, with only the axe edge having a temper I wanted to protect.

After cleaning up the welds, I installed a 27 inch straight hickory axe handle (a modified boy's size double-bitted
handle), gave the head a gun-blue finish & oiled the handle.   	 The finished axe weighs @ 2.75 lb. (modified head
1.75 lb + handle 1 lb), about the same as I would have with a standard Hudson Bay pattern axe.  The balance
worked out just right, with the projecting cutting blade nicely counterbalancing the forward part of the axe head.   The
vertical balance line of the finished Pulaski runs straight down the handle and the horizontal balance point is a few
inches  below the head, about where you would grasp the handle with your upper hand.
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The new axe does great on the moderate cutting & digging I find myself doing most of the time. The medium-carbon
implement steel is really tough stuff and digging into dirt is what it was designed for.  So far, moderate prying has not
broken my welds.  The finished axe is light enough so I can throw it in my rucksack (with edge guards installed, of
course) and haul it with me as I make my rounds.

 Pulaski Finished pulaski with blued finish

 Top Profile Top profile of finished blade.
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